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Of Course, He Doesn't.

Donald Trump doesn't see sanctions on Turkey right now. OK, then. 

Washington  (AFP)  -  US  President  Donald  Trump  said  Thursday  he  was  not  considering  economic

sanctions "right now" on Turkey after its major weapons purchase from Russia. "We're not looking at

that right now," Trump told reporters. Speaking shortly afterward, he seemed to clarify: "We're looking

at it. Very, very difficult situation for a lot of reasons." "We'll see what we do. We haven't announced that

yet," he said. The United States said  Wednesday that  it  was  booting Turkey from its  signature F-35

stealth  fighter jet program after it  defied warnings and began delivery of  the S-400 missile defense

system.

The issue here, of course, is extremely simple--sanction Turkey, and her drift away from NATO only accelerates, and

there goes NATO as a viable military organization. Europeans will press on with their own European Armed Forces

after that and, in general, it will be yet another Trump Administration's "win" for the United States. Isn't "winning"

wonderful? Turks know what they are doing. As I stated before, and, let's be honest, that was very easy to predict,

Russia already offered Turkey SU-35s as a "patch" deal until more serious military-industrial cooperation, involving

some technology transfer will be hammered out between Turks and Russians. 

While Ahmed Aubodouth's (of The Independent) piece is full of butt-hurt delirium so characteristic of UK sewer, aka

its Orwellian mass-media, let's be honest--even those morons understand that:

I deliberately, with my nose held, referenced this piece since even this guy gets it in terms of a nightmare. In other

terms, however, he, as is expected, doesn't get it--Turkey is her own nation, with or without Putin's "evil" plans, and

after Gulenist Coup in 2016 and, now obvious, inside job of shooting Russia's SU-24 down in 2015, or murdering of

Russia's Ambassador  Karlov, it is clear that Erdogan knew who and how was behind those events. The rest of the

piece is a standard  "lefty" gibberish,  including now tired bromides about  European "values".  But  it  is,  indeed,  a

disaster for the US (as is the whole Trump's so called foreign policy, or lack thereof) and the issue here is not just

political--it is, in the end, of the military-technological competition. What ALL Western media miss, of course, is the

fact that Turkey is back into imperial game and is planning to lead Islamic world in the future. That is the main driver

behind Erdogan's vision for Turkey and it goes without saying--one cannot deal with modern West which is becoming

increasingly degenerate and not-agreement capable. One cannot also deal with defense of such vision as Turkish one

by using American weaponry: a lot of it it is not that good, for starters, as F-35 demonstrated so vividly and, secondly,

the United States can always, whenever she wants, shut off both equipment and logistical chains to entities which US

dislikes. Turkey qualifies fully for such "treatment" because she increasingly asserts her own interests.

Russia  is completely different  in  this respect.  Russians are aware about  what  Turkey is up to  and  they have no

problem with helping Turkey along her way to Asia greatness and even global relevance. And why not? Turks are

striving and will  continue to  strive for this anyway and trying to  arrest  this development  will  merely increase the

number of paroxysms and nobody in greater Eurasia really needs or wants that. Islam? Well, that is yet to be seen but

one should not also forget that in Turkey Russia is staking a very valuable and voluminous market and hydrocarbons'

hub. That, plus Bosporus and Dardanelles, aka Turkish Straits. Russia and her present Black Sea Fleet and what is

shaping to be the new edition of 5th Operational Squadron (5 OPESK), not to mention Tartus in Syria, need those.

Big, very big politics is involved. 

Would Trump sanction Turkey eventually? If he wants to accelerate solidifying Russia and China's positions within

Eurasia, sure.  But  he has to  be aware of the fact  that  this will  increasingly shrink both American influence and,

inevitably, her market for military toys. Russia, in this respect, knows really well what she is doing--Turkey will need

many of those. Many of them already are and will be what neither NATO member, the United States included, can

offer.  Air Force Times  may have their own doubts about  SU-57 entering the picture after pretty much  (I would

assume, I could be wrong, of course--don't take it as a fact yet) settled deal with SU-35s for Turkey, otherwise Rostec's

very own Chemezov wouldn't publicly offer them. 

In an official Rostec statement released Thursday, Chemezov was quoted as saying Russia is prepared

to help Turkey procure advanced fighter jets. But the jets on offer are hardly an analogue of the stealthy

F-35.  Rather,  Chemezov is  offering  up the  Su-35,  a  heavily souped-up version of  the Su-27."If  our

Turkish  colleagues  express  a  desire,  we are ready to  work out  the  deliveries  of  Su-35 fighter  jets,"

Chemezov said.The Su-35 is  a heavy multirole fighter jet and has recently become a popular export

item. One of the jet’s standout features is extreme maneuverability. There are several videos online of

Su-35s performing the demanding and impressive Pugachev’s Cobra maneuver.The jet had its combat

debut in Syria in early 2016 to beef up escorts of Russian Su-24 and Su-34 fighter-bombers deployed in

Turkey and Russia’s air defence deal is a nightmare for the US – and still Trump has no idea what Putin is up
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the conflict there. It was, ironically, part of Moscow’s message to Ankara after Turkish air defenses shot

down a Russian Su-24 in November 2015.The Su-35 is not a stealth fighter, like Russia’s developmental

Su-57.  The Su-57 project  is  years  behind schedule,  and expectations  have been downgraded several

times in recent years. The Russian Air Force has focused on more Su-35 procurements while delaying

the Su-57.

It has to be remembered that Erdogan openly spoke recently about not only SU-35s but SU-57s. Will Turkey get her

hands on this combat aircraft? We all may discuss all combat virtues and faults of SU-57 whatever we want, but there

is very little doubt that today it is the world's premier combat aircraft with unmatched capabilities, which make F-35

look like...ahem...turkey and Russia is putting this technology into series production with contract for the first  76

(three regiments) aircraft for Russian VKS signed just recently. So, Air Force Times needs to update itself. Now, one

has to keep in mind Russia's military procurement truism: Russia never offers anything for sale abroad in terms of

weapons unless new generation is already in IOC or nearing the conclusion of R&D phase. So, was Erdogan bluffing

about S-500? Something tells me that there is a chance he didn't. Obviously not now, but down the road, why not? 

Meanwhile, Vladimir Zhirinovsky is Russia's main political clown and once he is gone, his political party (LDPR),

essentially a one-man show, will dissolve itself naturally. But as any court jester, Zhirnovsky often speaks the truth,

however in a bizarre, caricature form. So, who knows, what Russia has now in works. S-600, 700? Surely, Russia

works on something which will follow S-500 which is also now in series production. And that brings us to this issue

which I cover ad nauseam--in international relations combination of real military power and fair business is a deadly

combination. Real power on the international arena exists ONLY when it rests on a foundation of a REAL military

power.  Real  military power is a combination of factors among which  the  ability to  produce most  advanced  and

effective war machines is a defining feature. No machines--no power. Turks know this damn well. And as in any Asian

culture the matter of prestige is of enormous importance. Ignorant  filthy-moneyed Gulfie Arabs may have enough

money to buy latest Rolls-Royce model or built (or rather pay for) pretty ugly post-modernist skyscrapers but it seems

that Turks would rather drive Toyotas and manufacture cutting edge military technology with which they, later, will

try to reclaim the glory of a Sublime Porte and for that they need to have more SU-57s and S-500 than Rolls-Royces

or Lamborghinis. After all, there is always Aurus, as long as you have a desire to wait in line for couple of years. After

all, this, allegedly omnipotent and omnipresent, dude rides in one. 
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WHAT • 2 hours ago

Oh and Zhirik has nothing more to live for, now that baba Lera and Anpilov are gone.
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• Reply •

WHAT • 2 hours ago

I don't know about islamic leadership. Saudi scum and Iran would probably want to contest that.

1

• Reply •

Andrew • 43 minutes ago>WHAT

The Saudis can be safely ignored as they have no military and a deeply fractured society careening off a cliff as

we speak. I have no doubt the Turkey/Iran rivalry will last for many generations to come, or forever for that matter.
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All_has_An _END_. • 29 minutes ago • edited

The West = Not-agreement Capable+ Swimming in their own vomit Hubris + A bankrupt morality

• Reply •

Casey • an hour ago

Two questions in regards to Russian statements to media:

1. Putin in a recent speech mentioned the need for the country to develop fusion/fisson reactor. Does that mean, given

what you tell us about the ways these developments are rolled out, that such a reactor is already past R and D and into

prototype? I know eyes will roll at that, but Rostaom did develop in 2016 a Fast Breeder Reactor, no?

2. I keep seeing references in English-language media to defense officials at a memorial service for the crew of the

recently damaged sub as saying that the crew "prevented global catastrophe." Is this the usual MSM playing around with

translation or is it something serious?
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And concerning supposedly "downgraded" Su-57 self-medication attempt by that urinalist, engine is on track as well as

radar, so what is he even on about.
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